
Moria food distribution

Ideas for improving the current situation

Abstract

The food distribution for about 8’000 people in Moria camp is a disaster.
Residents (all  refugees living in Moria are called residents in this paper)
wait for more than three hours and even sleep in the food line just for one
single meal.  There is often violence and almost always high tension and
aggression.

People cheat by coming again to the same queue after receiving food. There
is no system in place that prevents cheating.

Food is hoarded by some and then wasted meanwhile some do not get food
at all.

Problems of the food distribution:

• Stress/aggression/violence

• excessive waiting time (three hours and more)

• no counting of meals

• not enough for everyone and food waste

This  problems  are  avoidable.  Proper  IT  systems  and  reorganising  the
processes  can  substantially  reduce  fraud  and stress/violence  at  the  same
time.  The  combination  of  military/police,  NGO  volunteers  and  resident
volunteers could manage food distribution without any hassle. 



I Problems
The current situation is marked by stress, fighting, fraud and the risk for people to getting harmed. 

Preventing fraud and ensuring that everyone gets food and should improve the situation. 

The goal should be risk-free food distribution that respects the dignity of the people.

I.1 Stress factors
The queues are aggressive because

1. the last ones sometimes do not get any food!

2. the time of giving food is limited

3. the cage (male side) is claustrophobic

4. the queues of people are too long

I.2 food security
It is essential that everyone entitled to get food will get food. That will reduce pressure remarkably.
People do not have to fight any more. 

I.3 Time span 
The opening time of the food counter should be sufficient that the food can be distributed without
stress. The current 45 minutes are really too short. 

I.4 Masses of people
Food  distribution  becomes  much  more  stressful  if  a  large  crowd  is  located  too  close  to  the
distribution point. It creates a feeling of being overrun. Limiting the number of people per queue
and the number of people in a given area can reduce this stress. 

An entrance has to be set up and controlled so that the number of people is limited.



II Preventing fraud

II.1 No scanning
The people now can just go to the queue again as many times they want.

II.2 Scanning cards
When the cards are scanned, people can show the family card at the counter and get family portion.
Then they go to queue again, show another card and get again a family portion. 

Scanning at the entrance does not prevent fraud.

II.2.a scanning the cards at food counter
Scanning the cards at the food counter will prevent family cards being used twice. 

But it creates stress. People with devices (phones) will be in between the people that hand over
food. 

The paper ticket solution is better.

II.3 Scanning cards and printing ticket
People will  present their  card and a ticket printer prints a paper ticket.  That ticket contains the
number of the family members, i.e. the number of portion the person is entitled to. 

That takes about 5 seconds. With the ticket the people get meals.

This system ...

1. ensures that people have to present their card (otherwise no ticket)

2. ensures that people get only once the family amount 

3. scanning of card is apart from the food distribution → no interference!



III Ways of improvements

III.1 Externalisation
Food distribution could be externalised to the food stalls in front of Moria and some dedicated
outlets inside Moria. Instead of having a long queue and distributing food inside Moria, the food is
distributed/sold by the food stalls in front of Moria.

The residents would receive once daily a certain amount of money/credit (see later) and could then
buy the food they want themselves in the food stalls. The money/credit delivery is much simpler
than the delivery of food and needs to happen just once a day.

The credit empowers the people to decide themselves if they will eat and what they will eat. The
food stalls are open for 12 hours so there is far less queue problem.

III.2 Software system
Software (see QR Services) can check if residents are entitled for food and manage the queues.
Such software properly applied can bring much relief to the situation. 

III.3 Redesigning food distribution
Section VI shows how to redesign the current food distribution and include a software system.

Two changes are mainly envisioned: the female side with the large tent can use a solution with a
ticket printer. This will simplify the counting and handing over of family portions.

The male side with the large queues can be entirely changed so that there are many queues (up to
15) and many food outlets. This not only speeds up the process but reduces stress and aggression.
The current resources of people (volunteers, etc.) should be sufficient for a change. 

 



IV Externalisation
The externalisation of food distribution could be done fully or partially.

IV.1Full externalisation
The food distribution/selling would be entirely given to the food stalls. There would be no more
food distribution inside the camp by army/NGO.

The advantages:

1. Many food outlets

There are many food stall outside Moria. That means less stress and less queueing.

2. Longer availability

The food stall are open from about 8 in the morning to 9 in the evening. That means better
service and again less stress. Residents can eat from 1 p.m. (when food arrives) to 4 p.m. or
later in the afternoon.

3. More responsibility 

Residents  can  decide  if  and what  the  eat.  They are  not  forced  by circumstances  to  eat
chocolate croissants.

4. Less work for army/catering and volunteers

The food distribution could be entirely given to the food stalls so no more work for army
and volunteers. All food would be delivered (sold) through food stalls in front of Moria.

IV.2Partial externalisation

IV.2.a chocolate croissant
The chocolate  croissant  could be sold for  50 cents  (or  whatever  its  value)  throughout  the  day
outside Moria. The croissant has no high nutritional and health value – if any. If residents want
croissants, they can simply buy it and even store it a few days.

IV.2.b Bread
Bread is a very important diet. Externalising it will make it availability for the whole day.

Bread is such a central diet that a little bakery might be the real thing.

IV.3Infrastructure

IV.3.a Food sellers
In order that the food stalls would agree to sell/distribute food for residents, they need a little profit.
A profit margin of 5% to 10% it should be worth it compared to the advantages.



Their licence to sell food could also be linked to cooperation.

IV.3.b Credits for residents
In order to buy the food, the residents will need credits/money.

The credit for food could be given to the residents in different forms:

1. Vouchers

Vouchers  are  pieces  of  paper  that  allow for  specific  meal  like one croissant,  one lunch
packet, etc. The vouchers are cheap to make and easy to distribute. No electronic system is
needed. But vouchers can be faked.

2. Vouchers with QR 

Vouchers with QRcodes could be introduced so that the voucher can only be used on a
specific day and the QR makes it fake proof. But with QR, an electronic system is needed
(cell phone).

3. Real money

Distribution of real money, e.g. € 3 per person and day means that residents will have far
more choice. That gives them responsibility and dignity. They can save money. The flip side
is that their situation might force them to save money to such an extend that they neglect to
eat or spend it all on drugs.

4. Cash card

With the credit of virtual currency on the card the residents can buy specific products in the
food stalls. The cards are recharged every day automatically without the need for to stand in
line. That helps to prevent fraud and that people buying drugs.

The  “credit  on  card  system” is  supported  by  QR  Services  software  and  could  be
implemented with Eurorelief card.

IV.4Questions
• Can we include the food stalls?

◦ Is that legal?

◦ Will the food stalls cooperate?

◦ What are their demands/objections?

• What kind of credit system?

◦ Real money

◦ cash card

◦ vouchers



V Software
QR Services (QRS) is a software packet offered by v4r.info. QRS can read QR codes and check
them against a database. It can count items received by residents, manage queues, print tickets, etc.

V.1QR codes
QuickResponse codes or QR codes are machine readable codes.

EuroRelief made cards for every person in Moria camp. These cards have unique QR codes on their
back side that can be scanned with simple devices like smart phones or laptops. With the proper
software (e.g. QRS ), scanning the cards can ensure that every card holder gets only the amount of
food that he/she is entitled to. E.g. a single card will allow for one meal, a family card will allow for
the amount of the family size (see later for details).

V.2Queue with numbered tickets
QR Services software can not only prevent cheating, it offers also a numbering and queuing system
like in the post office.  With such a number system the whole chaos with people in line would
vanish. The card holders will get numbers from 1 to 999 or more that will indicate when it is their
turn. The queue number is displayed on a display so residents can see when it is their turn. The
same information is also offered through Internet so residents can see their number on their phones.

The number can be given as a fixed number so the card holder does not have to take tickets each
time.

E.g. a resident gets queue number 201. She will keep that number for the time staying

in Moria. Breakfast is delivered around 7.30. It takes 15 seconds per person, so her turn is around
8.20.

A queue system with numbers would substantially reduce stress, fighting and the need to wait for
hours.

V.3Questions
• Which NGO will give long-term support?

• Costs for hardware

◦ cellphone

◦ laptop

◦ displays

◦ etc.



VI Redesigning food distribution

VI.1 female side: Tent and ticket printer
The tent offers a way to distribute food in a safe space where the number of people is strictly
limited. That reduces stress and allows for correctly checking the ER cards. 

The tent makes the use of ticket printers possible.

VI.1.a Basic idea
Residents are scanned in front of the tent. If the scan is positive, they can enter.

After entering she moves to the ticket counter.  There,  her card or cards (family plus single) is
scanned again. The system then prints a ticket (with a ticket printer) that shows how many meals
she is entitled to. With the ticket, she moves to the counter, hands over the tickets and gets food.

E.g. a mother would come with three cards, her own card (with family data), her husband’s card and
her friend’s card. She shows the three cards and gets three tickets from the ticket manager: the ticket
for her card with number 4 (indicating 4 family members), the ticket for her husband (1) and the
friend (1). With these three tickets she goes to food distribution where she hands over the tickets
and gets the amount of food.

When she tries to come again, she will not get into the tent with the three cards she used. If she uses
another card to get in, the three cards used for the tickets will not print a second ticket for that meal.

• The “bodyguards” at the entrance scan the
people with cell phones. 

• Only  those  women  are  let  in  that  are
entitled.

• The card holder moves then to the ticket
counter.

• The she presents all cards for which she
wants to get food. 

• The ticket printer prints the tickets.

• The ticket manager gives her the tickets.

• She walks to the food counter, hands over
the tickets and gets food.



VI.1.b Infrastructure

# €

1. Cellphones 3 300

2. Laptop 1 200

3. Ticket printer 1 150

4. Cosmote SIM 1 60 (for 6 months)

5. Table 1 25

total 675

VI.1.c Advantages/disadvantages
Positive

1. Few personal needed

2.  checking card and handing over food is separate

3. Multiple cards (mother with husband card plus friend card) can be easily managed 

Negavite

1. infrastructure (ticket printer, electric cable)

2. maintenance of ticket printer

VI.2 Male side: change to multiple outlets  

VI.2.a Basic idea
Instead of long queues and just two outlets, the present building has to be modified to have plenty
food outlets (i.e. food windows). Up to 15 food windows are possible. 

Increasing the number of food windows reduces the length of the queues and that  reduces the
troubles/stress.

The food windows are served according to man power, i.e. if there are fewer volunteers, not all food
windows are opened. That means flexibility.

The queues of people will be in the open, so there is no claustrophobic stress. If trouble arises,
security (army/police) can immediately intervene (what is not possible for closed structures).



VI.2.b Main design

Instead of three long queues with just two food outlets, the existing structure can be modified so
that people stand  90° turned in many small queues (see illustration). 

The construction for food outlets is closed towards the queue. Only a window allows to pass the
food outside. Inside the building helpers can move freely and prepare food portions.

The queues are supervised by resident bodyguards (in red) and police/army. There are no metal
cages or metal structures to keep the lines. The lines are supervised by people and not longer than
20 people. 

The entire area is restricted: on the left there are people guarding the main entrance.

• Up to 15 food outlets in total are possible

• People stand in single lines, ~15 people each line.
• About 220 people in total will be the queues. 

• Bodyguards in between the lines will take care of the lines 
• Army/police (green) at the opposite site supervise the whole

• max. 300 people inside:
• The main gate on the left lets people in. For one person coming out, one is let in. That makes

sure that no more than 300 people are in the food distribution area.

Illustration 1: Up to 15 food outlets can be build into the existing structure.



VI.2.c Single food outlet
• People  stand  in  single

queue
• Bodyguards (red) left  and

right supervise the queues
• the  resident  presents  his

ER  cards  at  the  food
window

• the  card  is  taken  by  a
“card  reader”  (volunteer)
and  scanned  with  cell
phone

• The distributor hands over
the the food

• the  resident  moves  away
from  the  food  counter  as
indicated by the arrows.

The food outlet will strictly distribute food according to the ER cards scanned. One person in the
food outlet will take the card from the person in the queue, read it and tell the amount of food to the
food  distributor.  Then  the  food  is  handed  over  with  the  card  and  the  person  moves  away
immediately. 

VI.2.d Advantages
• the distribution will be much faster!

• smaller queues = less stress and fighting

• open space = no more claustrophobic cages

• direct access to the people in queue, i.e. army/police can intervene in case of trouble

• better “geography”: natural flow of people

• very little infrastructure

• food stock possible

• flexibility: not all food outlets have to be open all the time

VI.2.e Different outlets
Because there are many food windows, the people can be grouped by 

1. single: just one portions

The “single outlet” will only hand out single portions, i.e. one portion. The resident presents

Illustration 2: Single food outlet diagram
  



his card, the card is scanned and then he gets one portion. That will take about 5 seconds
average, i.e. 600 per hour!

2. family: multiple portions (as indicated on the card)

This line will be uniquely for the families. That will take about 20 seconds per person.

3. handicapped/pregnant

This line is for pregnant women or handicapped people. Est. per person: 15 seconds.

This will make the distribution much faster for the single counter because it is always the same
amount. 

Estimate

Outlet amount 30 min 45 min 60 min

Single outlets 2 600 900 1200

Family 1 90 120 180

Handicapped 1 120 180 240

Total 4 810 1200 1620

With only four (4) outlets about 1600 people can be served in just one hour! 

VI.2.f Cost/infrastructure

# €

1. metal work 200

2. Cellphones 10 800

3. Cosmote SIM 1 60 (for 6 months)

4. Other 140

total 1200

VI.2.g Implementation
For each outlet, there are at least three people are needed: 

1. one that reads the card with the cellphone (“card reader”)

Takes the card from the resident, reads it with cell phone 

2. one that hands over the food

hands over the bag of food

3. one bodyguard outside 

keeps the line well and moves people away that got food



In addition, helpers in the back prepare the food portions that are handed over to the people. That is
much faster than having the residents standing there with open plastic bags. 

The  “card  reader”  has  to  be  a  non-resident  to  prevent  favouritism.  All  other  two  people,  the
bodyguard, the helpers and the one that hands over the food bag can be a resident-volunteers. 

Remar has about 7 volunteers, Elaitis catering service has another 5 people. That allows to create 12
outlets, 3 for the woman side and 6 for the men side! 

VI.2.h Conclusion
The proposed changes will bring substantial benefit to the situation at very little cost. In addition,
the solution is flexible, i.e. adapts to the number of volunteers available. 

But it is indispensable that all parties i.e. camp management, army, police, volunteer organisations
(Remar, Eurorelief), catering service (Elaitis) work together in a coordinated manner. 
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